Abstract: This paper presents a system for sound source localization in time domain using a deep residual neural network. Data from the linear 8-channel microphone array with 3 cm spacing is used by the network for direction estimation. We propose to use the deep residual network for sound source localization considering the localization task as a classification task. This article describes the gathered dataset and developed architecture of the neural network. We will show the training process and its result in this article. The developed system was tested on validation part of the dataset and on new data capture in real time. The accuracy classification of 30 ms sound frames is 99.2%. The standard deviation of sound source localization is 4 degrees. The proposed method of sound source localization was tested inside of speech recognition pipeline. Its usage decreased word error rate by 1.14% in comparison with similar speech recognition pipeline using GCC-PHAT sound source localization.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the work is to develop a sound source localization system based on data obtained from a linear compact microphone array. The system should be resistant to noise and reverberation and also should be able to work in real time on conventional personal computers.
A large amount of noise and reverberation in captured sound is the key problem for distant speech recognition systems [1] . To solve this problem, a sound signal can be captured by microphone array to perform sound source localization and beamforming. In this case the full process of sound capture and processing will consist of the following steps [2] : , where Yk(ω) and Yl(ω) are discrete Fourier transforms of k and l channels of the sound frame from the microphone array.
Likelihood of presence of active sound source at direction Θi:
, where M is a number of channels, Θ is a direction (azimuth for a linear microphone array, azimuth and elevation for planar and 3D configurations), τkl * (Θi) is a theoretical delay between k and l channels for Θi direction of arrival.
 IDOA algorithms [4] estimating phase delays on different frequencies between channels of captured multichannel sound (Eq. 3 -7).
Likelihood of presence of active sound source with frequency ω at direction Θi:
, where ∆(ω, Θi) is a vector of theoretical phase differences between k and zero microphones at frequency ω for the active sound source located at direction Θi and δ(ω) is a vector of measured phase differences between k and zero microphones at frequency ω:
Probability of presence of active sound source with frequency ω at direction Θi:
The most probable direction to the wideband sound source:
 Scanning of the surrounding area with
Delay-and-sum beamformer [5] or other types of beamformers.
Likelihood of presence of active sound source with frequency ω at direction Θi when scanning is performed using Delay-and-sum beamformer:
The most probable direction to sound source can also be calculated using Eq. 6 and 7.
 MUSIC algorithms [6] and their modifications.
, where α(ω, Θi) is the capturing matrix with size M by J` (J is a number of sound sources),
Us is signal subspace eigenvectors matrix [7] .
 Sound source localization algorithms based on deep neural networks [8] using convolutional and residual layers. Fig. 1 Residual CNN proposed in [8] . Each convolutional layer is followed by the ReLU nonlinearity.
Vector of probabilities of presence of sound source at possible directions:
, where N is a number of checking directions.
The architecture proposed by [8] is shown in Fig 1.  Human speech localization algorithms based on processing data from microphone array and video camera [9] .
All the methods except the one based on neural networks consider the localization problem as a problem of testing the hypothesis about sound source presence in a specific space sector, which leads to an increase in required computing power, as it is needed to check sound source presence in the surrounding space with a specified step [7] . Also, their implementations use assumptions about the plane front of an acoustic wave [7] which leads to errors in localization of sound sources located closely to a microphone array [10] .
The method based on neural networks, described in [8] , training and system testing will be described.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Dataset:
To perform experiments with deep neural network training, a big dataset of labeled data is required. To solve this problem a python application was developed, which plays sound via a speaker whilst simultaneously recording it with an 8-channel microphone array with 3 cm spacing, implemented on the basis of MEMS microphones with PDM interface [11] which is shown in Fig. 2 . The application randomly chooses and plays a music file for a duration of 30 seconds from an array of onechannel sound files from "GTZAN Genre
Collection" collected in the framework of [12] .
In this way, one-hour multichannel sounds for each direction with a 10 degrees step from 0 to 180 degrees were recorded. One hour of silence was also recorded. Everything was recorded in a 2x3 m room. The sound was recorded with 16 kHz frequency with 16-bit resolution.  First 1D convolutional layer [13] , performing primary feature extraction (Eq. 11).
 Block consisting of two residual layers [14] . Residual layers allow a delay in overfitting of neural networks and therefore train deeper networks.  Decision-making blocks, consisting of two fully connected layers, create outputting probabilities that a sound frame has a sound from one of the possible azimuths and probability of absence of any active sound sources in the frame.
, where U(x, s) is a 1D input signal containing S channels, t is number of output channel, K(x, s, t) is a matrix of size L by S of the filter for t output channel.
After each convolutional layer, a batch norm layer is used to allow to train neural networks with a lesser number of iterations to postpone overfitting [15] . Batch Normalization
Transform is shown in Eq. 12 -15.
Mini-batch mean:
Mini-batch variance:
Normalize:
Final scale and shift:
, where m is a batch size, x is a batch of input data, γ and β are parameters to be learned.
After the first fully connected layer, a Dropout layer is also used to delay the moment of overfitting to later iterations [16] . Feedforward operation of the dropout layer:
, where r l is a vector of independent Bernoulli random variables each of which has probability p of being 1, * is an element-wise product. ReLU non-linearity [17] is used after all the convolutional and fully connecting layers with the exception of the last dense layer:
On the last layer SoftMax non-linearity [17] , is used, as it is needed to normalize output of the neural network in such a way that the sum of all probabilities were equal to 1:
Unlike the solution proposed in [8] [
, where t is iteration number, L is loss function, w is set of trainable parameters of the network, ε, μ and β are scalar parameters of the algorithm. The first speech recognition pipeline didn't use microphone array processing:
1. Audio capturing from the first channel of the microphone array.
2. Voice activity detection using code from the WebRTC project.
Speech recognition using Google
Speech API.
The second speech recognition used sound source localization developed by [3] :
1. Audio capturing from the microphone array.
2. Sound source localization using weighted GCC-PHAT with Kalman filtering.
3. MVDR beamformer [7] .
4. Zelinski post-filter [21] .
Implementations of MVDR beamformer and
Zelinski post-filter were used from BTK toolkit.
And the last speech recognition pipeline used developed sound source localization based on the residual network:
2. Proposed sound source localization using residual network with Kalman filtering.
3. MVDR beamformer.
4. Zelinski post-filter.
Speech recognition using Google
100 phrases were recognized simultaneously were calculated and compared for results from pipelines ( Table 1) . 
2.99
3 Speech enhancement using beamforming and proposed sound source localization.
1.85
The best result was shown by the solution with 
MVDR filter coefficient vector [22] :
The noise cross-power spectral matrix [7] :
The instrumental noise cross-power spectral matrix [6] :
, where NI(ω) is the magnitude of the instrumental noise in single microphone.
The cross-spectral density for an isotropic noise field [7] : 
, where pi is a position of i microphone.
The unit vector in the required direction of beam pattern [22] : improvement to the method, the system can be trained in such a way that will allow us to determine several sound source locations simultaneously. Also in future work, the architecture should be complemented by LSTM, BLSTM or GRU layers [23] , to make the network able to consider object dynamics.
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